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1 september 2012

ICC,  Procesutor mr Fatou Bensouda, Registrar Silvana 
Arbia,    President Sang Hyun Song
Postbus 19519, 2500 CM Den Haag,    OTP-CR-407/07

FBI  935 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, 
Washington DC 20535- 0001 USA

CMI  President Martti Ahtisaari

Eteläranta 12, 2nd floor
FI-00130 Helsinki, Finland

Nobelprize foundation  Sturegatan 14, Box 5232 SE 10245 
Stockhom, Sweden.

International Bar Association, 4th Floor, 10 St Bride Street, 
London, EC4A 4AD  UK

ICC-President Sang Hyun Song, Prosecutor FatouBensouda, Registrar Silvana Arbia refuse to implement & 
conduct Statute of Rome    in a  file against    Dutch supreme court,    NL-politicians,    NL-police,    Mayor 
& Alderman &   Civil servants Bloemendaal-nh-NL. 

This is torture and murder attempt on my body, because I started the lawcase against NL, within ICC on 1 
may 2007.     For NL-people,  it means that ICC want them to suffer under being lawless, genocide, 
terrorism & economical crisis.

President Sang Hyun Song, Prosecutor FatouBensouda & 

prosecutors, Registrar Silvana Arbia & registrars, 

You are personally guilty of torture and a murderattempt on my body.

You refuse to work with the Statute or Rome, the UN-charter and Human right-treaties in my 

file.       

The file,  I brought to ICC for a lawcase against NL on 1 may 2007,   is added to this letter on CD.

You also refuse to prove that you have analyzed my file professionally, in order to protect 

me,    now I am forced to survive in NL without fundamental humanrights...  and I can't go 

to court for my self-protection anymore:

• You have not made a detailed outline of the methods of work of the Dutch courtsystem.

• You do not prove that you  know 'how the Dutch courtsystem has broken down my 

fundamental human rights... and what the consequences are for me, the NL-people....and the 

national security & economy of NL... and war Worldwide'.

• You have not made a detailed outline of the criminal behavior of all the persons in my file, 

against whom I started an ICC-lawcase.

• You don't prove 'how these persons have broken down my personal fundamental rights... and 

how their methods of work have broken down the national security of NL and how they bring 

NL into an economical crisis... and cause war  Worldwide'.

• You have never given me a lawyer to protect myself against torture & murderattempt of NL-

persons I started an ICC-case against.

• You have ingored all my official letters of complaint I did send to ICC in 2008.

• You ignore my evidence that UN Ban Kimoon wants ICC to torture & kill Europeans who start 

an ICC-lawcase against EU-leaders, RU & USA-leaders. 

On 22august2012    I received a PDF with a letter of OTP-ICC.

A print of this letter is added to this letter.

In return I sent you an email, printed here below.

-------- Origineel bericht -------- Onderwerp: Re: Information Received - Review Letter - 
OTP-CR-407/07/002Datum: Wed, 22 Aug 2012 11:08:57 +0200Van: desireestokkel 
<d.e.stokkel@ziggo.nl>Aan: OTP InformationDesk <OTP.InformationDesk@icc-cpi.int> 

ICC,

You have the legal obligation to sent me letter by mail.



signed.
I do not recoginize you email.
You are guilty of torture and a murder attempt on my body.

Desiree Stokkel.

ICC refuses to work with Registered letters. 

Every criminal can make a PDF with letters in it, suggesting they are from ICC.

ICC refuses to send me the letter of 22aug2012 signed by mail, to be delivered at my 

homeaddress.

In NL,    court-systems work with Registered letters when they acknowledge receipt of a file or when 

the  courtsystems send information of utmost importance to the participants in a file/lawcase.

So far, I have only received 2 letters from ICC:
http://www.desireestokkel.nl/PROCbriefICC12nov2007.pdf

A letter of 12november2007, in which is declared that I brought my ICC-lawcase against NL 

to ICC lawfully. ICC also promises to judge my case based on the obligations of ICC, achored 

in the Statute or Rome.

ICC had me wait 5.5 month for a letter of receipt.

ICC refused to give me a procedure, lawyer, timeschedule, although I requested this many times. 

In NL, this type of letter is sent between 1-6 weeks after receipt of a file by a judicial/courtsystem – by 

registered letter.  NL-courts  also include a list of instructions & demands coming from the prosecutor 

or registrar; often a timeschedule for the procedure is added too.

http://www.desireestokkel.nl/ICCletterLawcase%20against%20NL.murderattemptOTP-CR-

407_07_002.pdf

ICC prosecutors, registrars & president prove with this letter of 22august2012 that they 

refuse to work with the Statute of Rome, UN-charter, Humanright-treaties. 

ICC had me wait for over 5 years for this letter, after starting an ICC-lawcase against NL.

This proves that ICC has tried to torture me to death... or have me killed by persons against whom I 

started an ICC-lawcase.

The content of the letter is written by a retarded criminal, under supervision of FatouBensouda, with 

the approval of Silvana Arbia and Sang Hyun Song.

http://www.icc-cpi.int/NR/rdonlyres/ADD16852-AEE9-4757-ABE7-

9CDC7CF02886/283503/RomeStatutEng1.pdf

The pre-amble of the Statute or Rome confirms that ICC has the legal obligation  to work with the UN-

charter. 

This UN-charter guarantees fundamental humanrights to every individual, without discrimination. 

http://www.un.org/en/documents/charter/preamble.shtml

ICC has refused – and still refuses – to recognize me as a woman 
with fundamental human rights.

ICC denies me all my human rights as guaranteed in the Statute or Rome... and:

• ICCPR-treaty: Civil and Political rights 

• ICESCR International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 

• CEDAW Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women 

• CAT Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or 

Punishment 



• CRC Convention on the Rights of the Child 

This proves that ICCprosecutors, registrars & president try to murder me, because a woman 

can't live on Earth without Human rights. 

When a woman is forced to survive without fundamental Human Rights – as  I am – she has 

to have herself tortured & killed … and she can only defend herself and  her children with 

violence.

For me its impossible to go to court to end conflicts, now ICC has proven to deny me my 

human rights. 

This letter is read by warvictims, Worldwide.

Therefore I use simple language... and I shall keep this letter short.

ICC proves to be a system where warcriminals work in jobs like President, Prosecutor, 

Registrar.  

I call them 'retarted criminals', because the letter ICC sent me 22august2012 proves that 

ICC has NO Jurisdiction anymore... and has never had judicial authority since 1 may2007.

Both, mr Luis Moreno Ocampo & Fatou Bensouda has ignored all their legal obligations in 

connection with me file. The consequence is:

1. All persons now being investigated on by ICC can demand that that investigation is stopped. 

Suspects of crime are not obliged to accept ICC-employees that conduct warcrimes themselves 

on victims.... and Europeans.

2. All persons against whom is an arrestwarrant issued by ICC, can be arrested by FBI, Interpol or 

individual Statemembers of the Statute of Rome, but these suspects can demand their release 

from prison the moment they arrive at ICC. They can say in courtroom:'Desiree Stokkel proves 

that ICC refuses to work with The Statute of Rome in her file. We are not obliged to obey 

warcriminals working within ICC. We demand a payment for the damage ICC causes us, for 

every night we are forced to stay in prison'.

3. All persons who are put in ICC-prison based on a courtverdict, can demand their release 

immidiately. They can also claim 'that Desiree Stokkel has proven that ICC-employees are 

warcriminals themselves'. They can also demand a payment for the damage ICC has caused 

them since 1 may 2007.

4. All nations & persons against whom ICC started an investigation against their wil, can demand 

a payment for the damage ICC caused them... based on my evidence.

International Bar Association
All lawyers who ignore my evidence and continue to work with ICC-employees 'as if notihing ever 

happened', assist President Sang Hyun Song, Prosecutors mr Luis Moreno Ocampo & Fatou Bensouda 

and Registrar Silvana Arbia – and all other ICC-employees – in committing warcrimes.

Based on the Torture-treaty all lawyers and other persons – now working for or with ICC – have to 

legal obligation to demand       'that all current ICC-employees are being fired... and will be replaced 

with new ICC-employees      who prove that they obey the Statute of Rome, the UN-charter & all 

Human right- treaties without discrimination... in all files & documents present within ICC'.

Martti Ahtisaari & Nobelprizefoundation,
I can't turn to any other courtsystem – or the UN, EU – anymore to stop the criminal behavior of all 

ICC-employees.

I need you to help me stop the spreading of war, Worldwide... caused by the fact that people know 

'that ICC is partial, corrupt & criminal'. 

Desiree Stokkel 

added: 1 cd + 1 ICC-letter of 22august2012 in English


